Abstract-The crash rate in road intersection demonstrates chiefly determined by the complexity at each intersection. the need for a fast and accurate collision detection system. Each intersection is unique because of the diversity of Ubiquitous computing research provides a significant intersections' characteristics [2], [3], such as different opportunity to develop novel ways of improving road intersection shapes, number of intersection legs, signalized/ intersection safety. The existing intersection collision warning or avoidance systems are mostly built to suit a particular eunsignalized traffic volume, rural / urban sethtng, types of intersection. We suggest that an intersection collision detection vehicles using the intersection, various average traffic speed, system should be able to adapt to different types of intersections median width, road turn types, and number of lanes [3]. by acquiring the collision patterns of the intersection through Therefore, the complex nature of intersection collisions data mining. Collision patterns that are specific to that requires systems that warn drivers about possible collisions.
I. INTRODUCTION
identify these collision patterns for each intersection so that warning, avoidance, and mitigation strategies can be The rate of fatalities of road intersection collisions has deployed.
Collision patterns and hazardous traffic and driver not significantly changed in more than two decades, behaviours can be learnt by mining traffic and collision data. regardless of improved intersection design, innovation of Since intersection collision depends on the characteristics of vehicles, and more sophisticated ITS technology [1] . an intersection, there is a need to build a knowledge base Intersections are among the most hazardous sites on U.S. which captures not only the traffic pattern and driver roads [2] . The statistic of crashes in the year 2002 in the behaviours, but also the characteristics of collisions. For this USA reported that 50 percents of all reported crashes, purpose, mining is done to understand the cause of approximately 3.2 million crashes, were intersection-related collisions. The mining results are stored as patterns in the [1] . 22 percents of the total fatalities on the road, which was knowledge base. This knowledge base assists identification 9,612 fatalities, and roughly 1.5 million injuries and 3 of potential collisions. Since collision identification needs to million collisions, happened at intersection surroundings. In be done in real-time, a novel method of storing, searching Japan, more than half of all traffic collisions took place at and matching of those patterns are proposed and a pair-wise intersections [2] . The high crash rate in intersections is vehicle contention algorithm is used for collision detection.
The algorithm is evaluated not only for the speed of updateable.
The challenges of the research are concluded in the next 2) Robotic collision avoidance focuses on the goal of the section, and a framework to answer the requirement of fast robotic tasks such as to find a way out of a room. Road and accurate collision detection is presented. intersection collision avoidance focuses on getting to the destination safely. III. RESEARCH CHALLENGES & FRAMEWORK 3) Robotic collision avoidance, a path is the outcome of a collision avoidance process. However, in road collision A. Challenges avoidance, intended path of the driver is known to a An intersection safety system should be able to detect certain extent by using sensors and is decided before a collision in real time, since collision warning must be collision avoidance process. delivered in time before collision occurs. An early and 4) Road collision avoidance does not require full accurate detection should allow time for the system to warn a potential collision, for drivers to respond to warnings, and process are described next. for avoidance systems or drivers to steer clear from the Vehi potential collision. Firstly, the collision detection algorithm Ubiquitous computing research provides a significant In order to improve the safety and design of an opportunity to develop novel ways of improving road interesection, one of the first procedures is to execute a field intersection safety. In-vehicle sensors have received observation and statistical analysis of collision patterns. considerable research and development focus and are now a Understanding patterns of collisions in an intersection can reality in today's roads. The increased proliferation of such assist in planning for countermeasures. It is necessary to sensors has brought with it the question of how the sensory have a comprehensive collision patterns in an intersection data can be leveraged for effective and efficient road safety safety system, in order not to miss detecting a potential enhancement. First, given the large amount of sensor data collision, since the system can only detect and warn vehicles that are obtained from intersections and sensor-equipped that match those patterns kept in the knowledge base.
cars, analysis and learning from these data can help detecting The process of learning patterns of collisions is mainly intersection accident patterns. Second, such patterns can be done manually and repeated for each intersection. Results of incorporated in accident detection systems. These patters those studies cannot be applied for all types of intersections can be leart through the historical collision and traffic data, due to uniqueness of each intersection. An intersection safety which are collected from roadside sensors. We can also system should be able to adjust to different types of incorporate positive/negative results of the past collision intersection through computer based pattern acquisition, not waming ("collision actually happened?"), which can be manual field observation.
communicated by the system in the vehicle, for refinement of B. Framework the collision patterns. Data mining is proven to be effective We implemented the Ubiquitous Intersection Awareness for extracting traffic patterns and trends [6] , [7] . (U & I Aware) framework (Fig. 1) [4] , which aims to In opposite to static knowledge base, dynamic knowledge achieve holistic situation recognition at road intersections.
base involves learnig to accumulate and refine rules in Currently, collision warning systems mostly react to knowledge base to adapt to situational changes. The dynamic events that might cause collision. Intersection collision knowledge base in an intersection collision detection system waring systems should also evolve by adapting to should contain valid and comprehensive collision patterns.
information gained from analysis of sensor and historical Collision pattern learning is performed by using data in the intersection. By learning from historical data of classification rules of data mining. New events are matched collision and near-collision events, improved detection and with the existing classes in the patterns repository of the reactive behaviour can be achieved since the lnowledge base intersection central agent or the car agent, depending on of the intersection is evolving in the U & I Aware (Fig. 1) . where learning happens. If a collision happens outside a Thus, the system can gain better knowledge of any known pattern, a learning process can detect and add a new intersection where it is installed for better crash prediction. collision pattern. There are a number of improvements and As this paper only focuses on collision learning and enhancements that can be added to the plain collision detection, the knowledge base and the knowledge acquisition warning system that is based only on trajectory calculations.
These are done via mining of data from our simulation, attributes, i.e. direction, manoeuvre, and angle from each assumed to be obtained from on the road sensors in order to vehicle in a colliding pair, and collision type (side collision characterize collision patterns. The sensor data simulated in or rear end collision) and 20 -30 rows in a file [6] . In this our system resembles the real world data gathering from particular intersection, when Bayesian Network classification sensors installed on freeway by The Pantheon Gateway is applied with collision type nominated as the class, the Project [7] . result shows that rear end collision occurs much more often
The simulated sensor data has six attributes, three of than side collisions in this particular intersection (Fig. 3) . which (i.e. direction, manoeuvre, and angle) are from Using the same set of data, when the EM is applied, it also colliding vehicle pairs. Whenever there is a collision or near-exhibits the same highest probability of side collision collision event in our intersection simulation, data from the patterns as in Fig. 2 perpendicular paths (i.e., west and east legs of the The vehicles are randomly generated at a fixed time intersection), or moving straight towards the intersection. period (deterministic traffic flow / distribution) with different Therefore, performance is improved by not needing to check speeds, maneuvers, position and trajectory at the end of each every pair of cars at the intersection for possible collision. intersection leg. Each vehicle is should observe the traffic The implementation of the preselection algorithm is further light signals, safe following distance (3 seconds), safe described in [6] . stopping distance (2 seconds), and the speed limit. Random Currently, the algorithm implemented for pair-wise "4naughty" vehicles (that will violate speed limit or perform collision detection is only for side collision detection, which red light running) are generated in the simulation to test the comes from [5] , as has previously discussed. The algorithm ability of the collision detection and learning algorithms. The for side collision detection cannot be used for rear-end probability of naughty vehicles in the intersection is 1:5. collision detection as rear-end collisions have a different When a naughty vehicle is generated, its speed will be a facets from side-collision in terms of chain effects, where random number up to 40 km/h above the speed limit, there can be a number of cars following a rear-end collision. Whenever a prediction of a future collision event is events. The speed of the detection is evaluated by calculating issued, it is evaluated on whether the collision really the average of time to collision in the first detection of a happens. If it does, it is counted as a true positive (valid future collision event. The accuracy of collision detection is detection). However, when a predicted collision does not evaluated using precision and coverage measurements. Realhappen, it is counted as a false positive (invalid detection). time side collision detection can be achieved with 100%
When a collision occurs, and it is not previously predicted, precision and 100% coverage. The experiment has been then it is counted as false negative (undetected collision), simulated in a four-leg cross intersection. For different The terms are described in Fig. 6 Aware framework is proposed and implemented on a
